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About This Game

FIVE: Guardians of David is an expansive Diablo-style action-RPG set in the ancient lands of Canaan. Lead and play the five
heroes, battling across exotic locations filled with archaic cultures, rich characters, and powerful artifacts. Experience one of the

greatest stories ever told in this 11-Act epic.

Heroic Gameplay

Fight a multitude of soldiers and Goliath-sized bosses.
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Fluid Character Swaps

Swap between any of the FIVE and their unique fighting style on the fly.

Miracle System

Smite your foes with the blinding light of angels, hailstones of destruction, fires of the Earth, and many other miracles.

Equip your Gear

Gear up your FIVE with the extensive variety of ancient treasures, artifacts, and relics.

Spy Network

Stop hoarding your items! Donate valuables to develop crucial ties with different Spy Networks, and reap the rewards.

Epic 11-act Story

Experience the epic 11-act story of the FIVE featuring comic cut scenes from Sergio Cariello. Dave Fennoy (The Walking
Dead, The Wolf Among Us) accompanies Adam Harrington (The Wolf Among Us, Tales from the Borderlands) as featured

voice over actors.

Eleazar is so intense during battle that he has fought beyond the limits of his own flesh
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Of all David’s Mighty Men, it is said that Abishai was doubly honored above all others

Ariella is Abishai's sister and leads David through the catacombs while evading city guards
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Benaiah is a valiant warrior from Kabzeel who protects the King, executes his laws, and dispenses justice

Jashobeam is the storied son of Zabdiel who pledges both his spear and allegiance to King David
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Shammah, son of Agee, decimates Philistine battle camps in service to the King

FIVE was developed by Kingdom Games, a studio formed by a talented team of artists and developers who previously
contributed to Darksiders, Shroud of the Avatar, Mass Effect, The Old Republic, Ultima Online, Deus Ex, Saints Row, Red

Faction, Epic Mickey, Call of Duty, Warhammer 40K, and even MORE great titles.
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Title: FIVE: Guardians of David
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Kingdom Games
Publisher:
Kingdom Games
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2015
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English,German,Hungarian,Russian
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quot;I CAN'T DO THAT". I heard that about a 1000 times and it sounds pretty lame. Controls are awkward and clunky making
ranged attacks pointless in comparison to the melee counterparts.. Too many areas where you get stuck in basically nothing and
cant move without ♥♥♥♥♥slapping someone out of your way or juggling through 5 characters. It happens often which gets
annoying because you're on a narrow track with little room to navigate in. Other than that it's too much like Diablo only worse
overall.. I found this game very enjoyable- gameplay wise and also story. This bible fantasy is amazing, I can't beleive how
much fidelity the game has to the actualy story!! And cice versa!!. I've put 6 hours into this game and while it did start a bit slow
and haltingly I really was enjoying it by the 3rd act. The character developement and customization is fun. The combat might
get a tad repetitive but because you can switch between all the characters on the fly and the levels are varied the gameplay stays
enjoyable.

Bottom line: Would reccomend if you are interested in an Isometric RPGs and curious about the story but you will need to put
up with a little indie jankyness.. Found this game a year ago at a convention in Austin. They were getting ready to release it
then. I just got back from AGC this week and the game was there in the Expo. Played the Demo they had for both Five
Guardians of David and the new release that they are releasing this week Champions of Canaan. Both were awesome games. I
started playing Five Guardians of David this morning and could not put it down until i beat it. Great thing is the game is not over
there is still tons to do. Had a great time playing it and enjoyed talking to the people from Kingdom Games that were there.
Looking forward to more titles from Kingdom Games.. A game in which you die and have no penalty, respawn and march on.
Totally senseless, probably sponsored by religious lobbies. Let alone the bugs, dull opening, bad acting, annoying comics,
unbalanced stats and so on. A must skip!. Casual ARPG with high production values. Unique historical setting that seems really
well researched. You get some cool abilities and having 5 characters to choose from on the fly keeps things fresh. I'm not a big
fan of the inventory management. Having to stop and sort through tons of items a few times per stage isn't something I enjoy but
I guess that's kind of a staple of the genre. Still a bit buggy at times but the devs have fixed a lot with the first patches.
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Amazing game really long. As a Christian gamer and history buff, I was delighted to finally find a game that not only treated the
Bible with respect, but also utilized a fascinating and largely overlooked period of epic history. Five is a lot of fun: there is a
good amount of variety in your enemies, weapon and armor upgrades for your champions actually make a difference in combat.
The sound track is catchy, and the storyline itself flows smoothly, filling in the gaps in the biblical historical records with
believable and well thought out fiction. Loved the unusual, but effective use of the comicbook-style cutscenes. Similarly, the
Philistine soldiers that you fight are well equiped in historically accurate manner. The cities and villages you fight in also give a
very authentic 'feel' to each mission. I only have one major complaint. After a while, the fighting gets a little repetative. The
enemies do not level up with your men, so hoards of Amalekites or Philistines become more of an annoyance than an actual
threat to your troops. The later boss fights can be the same way; early on, you fight Goliath or others that are a genuine
challenge, but the shock of battling a giant warrior is lessened when EVERY boss is 2.5 times larger than your warriors. But
other than that, I truly loved this game, and highly recommend it! Score: 8/10. I look forward to similar title from this inovative
developer!. Personal Rating: 3.5 of 10

On the front, this game seems like a solid Hack & Slash RPG game with a rather unique and rare background story. I only
clocked a couple of minutes into the game and unfortunatly it is enough for one to discover what is lacking.

There are five characters, each with distinguish items and skills. You may only control 1 at a time while the remaining follows
you closely and automatically engage in combat. This is a great idea because playing as a weak bowman character will have
other melee character tanks for you.

Voice acting is sub-par. It tries to hard to be dramatic. If you are familiar Diablo and Torchlight series, the controls mapping are
similar. UI is good as you don't need to ponder which short-cut key maps to what. All the accessible features are displayed with
huge clear buttons. However, controls are clunky and sometimes irresponsive. Clicking to attack or move does not work
sometimes. Path finding is non-existance and your character may get stuck easily.

Animations is one of the issue as striking a moving enemy halts the animation but they are still gliding towards you. A.I. is
nothing to shout about. Would appreciate if other characters are livelier. They don't engage in combat enemies gets close within
a certain range to them. Safe to say, many elements are pre-programmed with static outcome. Another example is enemy
spawns and how other non-engaging enemies will aim for you always.

Sound settings does not work in the main menu. Shutting down all volume will still play the menu repetitive music.

This game can really be something if a little more resource is spent to refine and polish it. Overall, the graphics, soundtrack,
character design, combat, gameplay; well basically the core components are there and it isn't a bad game, just plagued by these
menial problems.. Was craving some sword and sandal action after reading the Blood and Bronze RPG , so far im having fun
with this game , only complaint being sometimes your hero gets stuck on an object for a second or two , but other than that its
pretty cool , plenty of lore and history to discover , the loot so far is pretty varied , and its nice to see the types of armors
warriors wore back then . your companions actually fight very well and you can jump between all of them whenever you want
.Enemies will rush you but they will fall back regroup and fight somewhat tactically to preserve themselves which is a nice
change in a game of this genre . There is story dialogue as well given in graphic novel form with really sweet art , its on sale
right so for 2 and half bucks you get a really cool game , especially if your a fan of Diablo, torchlight etc... The graphics are well
done you can see detail in everything , scenery is nice too ! Imagine the Old Testament as a Sword and Sorcery novel\/history
book .... Great Hack n Slash game, had a few issues they should have already resolved such as some pathfinding and so forth.
Game is not overbearing, interesting settings (yes i'ts a iblican historical setting but there is no indoctrinization or actual anti-
anything or offensive sermonizing as one has come to expect form the religious stuff these days. it's just the setting and a bit of
historical application, nothing more). Game is smooth and graphically nice and I notcied no bugs of any relevance so far,
gameplay is the typical diabloe style and should be fun if you are into that genre. Certainly not a bad addition to your library.
Having bought their arena style offshoot Cannan a while back and enjoyed it, this too ihas been fun and certainly not a bad buy..
FIVE: Guardians of David is a ARPG what mostly can remind for you Diablo, Titan Quest or Torchlight. It's story is mostly
based on the Bible stories, so you found yourself at ancient lands of Canaan in David's era . The story enough interesting and
well confirmed, also the cut scenes looks very good, its confirmed in comic style. The control is enough simple and good, if you
played before same style games its should be similar to you. The graphic looks good, sounds and music also good, all this do a
game even more enjoyable.

So my verdict
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+good music and sounds
+nice comic cut scenes
+enough interesting story
+steam achievements and cards
+interesting boss battles (for example Goliath)

-some bugs
-a bit high price

This game I think really enjoyable. The gameplay is enough good, music, sounds and graphic is well confirmed. So if you like a
Diablo style games and don’t fear from a Bible based story I recommend this game for you, especially you can got this with
good discount at winter sale.

8.5/10. FIVE: Guardians of David is an Action-RPG in the same vein as Diablo. Inspired by real-world events from Biblical
times (the real reason I bought this, to be honest), you will take some of David's "Mighty Men" and fight against the enemies of
Israel.

PROS:
Best Biblical video game EVER.
Fun combat (I vault kicked a Philistine off a city wall).
You control Eleazer one of greatest warriors in the Bible.
Good actvatable abilities.
Each character still feels unque.
Even without difficulty settings, the game feels properly challenging.

CONS:
No real tutorial.
I personally had a hard time clicking enemies (I can only run the game at roughly 25 FPS though)

NITPICKS:
Why did I fight Goliath with a bowstaff?
Enemies largely focus on the player-controlled character, making the ranged characters harder to use. But I only use the melee
bruisers anyway.

PERSONAL THOUGHTS:
I am very pleased with what they did with the combat. Regardless of the weapon similarities, each character is unique and has a
certain role. Beneniah is great for big single targets, Jashobeam will wreck hordes of lower level enemies, and Eleazer is quite
tanky and has an AoE stun. The Goliath fight is peculiar given the source material, but watching a giant do a spear charge into a
crowd and seeing the spectators fly through the air makes up for it. The control schene is certailny odd, but it is easily
understood. If I had one thing I would change about the game, it is a shop tutorial. Yes, right-clicking shouldn't be hard to figure
out, but I didn't right off so I lost a chance for more loot (a cardinal sin in gaming).

CONCLUSION:
Buy it, love it. Seriously, why are you still here reading this?. I played a few Action RPGs in my time playing video games . I
would definitely recommend this game to anyone who likes Action RPGs and to those that like Tactical RPGs like Baldur's
Gate and Dragon Age. It is an Action RPG but it also allows us to control a party of heroes, that makes it kind of unique in
itself. So in a way it is like playing Baldur's gate without a pause option.

Some of the things it does well is lots of equipment drops, I found adequate equipment so that Benaiah had a weapon that did
1500-5000 damage each hit. I didn't need to replay any levels to get gear, and still managed to one-hit kill most archers. I
honestly don't understand why some developers think it is fun for us to replay levels a thousand times to get decent gear. If I
want to farm I will go put some seeds in the ground and in a couple months eat what grows from it. Not this cyber farming
torture that developers think is fun for us.
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Each item took up one square in inventory. There was no need to Tetris equipment in the inventory trying to get it all to fit. That
to me was a nice plus! The inventory was expandable by donating things like grain, livestock, weapons, and money. Each tab of
Inventory was 8x5 with four tabs so 160 items carried once you have all four tabs. There is also a stash which I never used but if
you are a hoarder there is an option for you. Speaking of money I never had to bother wasting time buying gear so donating to
get more merchants or more inventory tabs wasn't a problem either I still had a lot for my character's retirement plans.

The game doesn't take hundreds of hours to play, that was another bonus to me most people say 25 hours I idled mine a bit when
caught on a mission and had to do family stuff so I am not sure how long it took me. We don't have to replay the whole game to
get missing achievements by playing all the classes, because you brought the whole team and just click between them while you
play. The leveling went okay and the enemies seem to scale well to the level I was when I fought them. I was level 33 when I
finished my play through. The best part is the developer didn't make us run through the game two more times with increased
difficulty because they are too lazy to create more content to get to that character level 75 etc.

To recap the positives:
Multiple Heroes in a Party to control!
Every piece of equipment takes up one square! Forty items each tab.
Expandable inventory up to four tabs. 160 items then!
No need to replay levels over and over for equipment!
No need to replay the game again to play the other characters!
No need to replay the game two more times in the guise of more difficult!
No need to spend the spare time of an entire year playing it!

To recap the negatives:
Those people that want to play a game or level over and over again to get to level 99, to find that special item, or got fooled into
thinking the game is going to be more fun on increased difficulty might be disappointed. Those people that might want to make
multiple trips to the merchants to haul all their loot and playing Tetris with their equipment to do so, might be better off buying
Tetris or another game.
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